Development of the University’s Business Model with the Use of a Digital Learning Platform
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Abstract—The objective of the current research was development of the university business model using a digital learning platform. In the framework of the current research, following methods have been used: analysis and modeling. Text sources were analyzed in order to make an overview of studies in the field. The modeling has been conducted in order to show how the university business model changes with transition to a digital platform. As the result of the research, a literature overview regarding digital learning platforms has been made; a university business model canvas before implementation of the digital platform has been developed; structure of a digital learning platform has been modeled; a university business model canvas after implementation of the digital platform has been developed. The main changes between the models have been described with comments based on experience of organizations. Developed business model can be used while implementing digital platforms in educational organizations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, universities seeking to maintain their position in the global education market face the task of entering the international scientific and educational space. In order to solve this task, universities must undergo a digital transformation [1]. The face of education is being significantly changed by digital learning platforms, and it concerns all educational spheres and organization types. In recent years, there is active discussion surrounding digital learning platforms and their benefits.

A digital learning platform is a piece of software designed to heavily assist during the educational process. There are a range of options available depending on the specific needs of the institution. They include: learning management systems (LMS), learning content management systems (LCMS), as well as virtual classroom tools and virtual learning environments (VLE) [2].

The objective of the current research was development of the university business model using a digital learning platform. A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value, in economic, social, cultural or other contexts [3, 4].

II. METHODS OF THE RESEARCH

In the framework of the current research, following methods have been used:

- Analysis. Text sources were analyzed in order to make an overview of studies in the field.
- Modeling. The modeling has been conducted in order to show how the university business model changes with transition to a digital platform.

III. LITERATURE OVERVIEW

The topic of digital learning is covered in many studies all over the world. There are studies on digital learning ecosystem in the educational organization. A learning ecosystem is a system of people, content, technology, culture, and strategy, existing both within and outside of an organization, all of which has an impact on both the formal and informal learning that goes on in that organization. Just like a living ecosystem, a learning ecosystem can be healthy or sick, nurtured or threatened, self-sustaining or endangered. Achieving the development goals, then, requires an organization to be aware of its own ecosystem, including its parts and the internal and external forces that shape them [5, 6]. Regarding an educational organization, a learning ecosystem can be defined as an environment where the students and the teachers interact in an organic way to construct learning experiences. The authors of the studies research into the components of a learning ecosystem in the digital age [7], present digital learning ecosystem as a new vision of learning [8] and offer models for digital learning ecosystem [9, 10]. There are also articles on digital platforms devoted to their benefits and challenges [11] and offering platform architectures and technical solutions for them [12, 13, 14].

IV. RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH

In the framework of this research, we developed two business models of a university: first one shows the university without digital platform, second shows the university using it.

Generally, a business model can be defined as a plan for the successful operation of a business, identifying sources of revenue, the target customer base, products, and details of financing. Essentially it aims to tell how the key drivers of a business fit together [15, 16]. In our research, both business models are developed using the business model canvas template by A. Osterwalder. The advantages of this template are following:

1) Focus. The business model canvas is designed to guide thinking through each of the key components or building blocks for devising a business model. In this respect it allows...
the business to understand how each aspect relates to the others; how the functions, activities and processes interlink and interlock. It allows thinking about the business in a more systematic and formal way, ensuring that each area is effectively covered to produce a more comprehensive and considered picture of the business.

2) Speed and agility. The key principle of the business model canvas is to concentrate on quality rather than quantity. It is about determining the key inputs to each building block. The construct of the canvas is simple and focused, hence quick to get started with, develop and iterate. It is a living document that should be tested and re-worked over time, fostering an agile mentality of planning, verification and iteration. At any point it is purely a set of hypotheses that need to be tested and validated with actual customers.

3) Common language. One more advantage of the business model canvas is that it creates a common reference and language that can be used to articulate, share and thereby gain feedback on each business model and its constituent parts. Its intuitive nature doesn’t take any deciphering and is therefore easy to interpret and consume. It provides a straightforward yet transparent reference that can be used internally across teams, as well as externally with advisors, investors and partners.

The business model canvas is a starting point for discovering, building, ratifying and developing the organization’s business model(s). There are other considerations to business success that are implied but not explicitly covered by the business model canvas such as: the level and nature of competition, roles and responsibilities, core competencies and capacities, and defining measurable goals; yet the business model canvas framework covers and connects the primary driving factors [17].

As mentioned before, the business model canvas reflects systematically on the business model of an organization, so it allows focusing on the business model segment by segment [18]. The segments are following:

1) Customer segments. It is to identify which customer is targeted by the organization. Main questions asked for identification: “For whom is the university creating values for?”, “Who is the most important customer of the university?”

2) Value proposition. It is to identify value proposition offered by the organization that meets the need of its customer. It will help to distinguish the organization from the competition according to Osterwalder. Main questions asked for identification: “What core value does the university deliver to the customer?”, “Which customer needs is the university satisfying?”

3) Key activities. It is to identify the activities that are crucial to deliver the business’s value proposition. Main questions asked for identification: “What key activities does value proposition of the university require?”, “What activities are most important in distribution channels, customer relationships, revenue stream, etc?”

4) Key resources. It is to identify the assets that are needed by the business to action its key activities. Main questions asked for identification: “What key resources does value proposition of the university require?”, “What resources are important the most in distribution channels, customer relationships, revenue stream, etc?”

5) Key partnerships. It is to identify supplier relationships or strategic alliances that can help to achieve operation optimization. Main questions asked for identification: “Who are the key partners/suppliers of the university?”, “What are the motivations for the partnerships?”

6) Channels. It is to identify method(s) used to reach the target customer of the organization. Main questions asked for identification: “Through which channels customers of the university want to be reached?”, “Which channels work best? How much do they cost? How can they be integrated into the university’s and its customers’ routines?”

7) Customer relationships. It is to identify depending on each customer segment the organization should decide the appropriate relationship between the business and customer. Main questions asked for identification: “What relationship the target customer expects the university to establish?”, “How can the university integrate that in its activity in terms of cost and format?”

8) Cost structure. It is to identify significant costs and identification of costly resources or activities. Main questions asked for identification: “What are the most cost for the university?” “Which key resources/activities are most expensive?”

9) Revenue streams. It is to identify income generated from customers in the identified segments. Main questions asked for identification: “For what value are customers of the university willing to pay?”, “What and how do they recently pay?”, “How much does every revenue stream contribute to the overall revenues?” [19, 20].

In the figure 1, you can see the business model canvas for the university before implementation of digital learning platform.
To define how the presented model can change after implementation of digital learning platform, we analyzed the general concept of digital learning platform and main components it consists of. As we mentioned earlier, a digital platform may consist of:

1) Learning management systems (LMS). An LMS is a set of integrated software services that organizes and supports online learning, education, and training. These systems usually provide content uploading and distribution, class administration, and discussion facilities (asynchronous threaded discussion and, less commonly, synchronous or 'chat' services). Some offer additional functionality such as assessment tools for online quizzing and testing; homework submission tools for managing the collection, grading, and redistribution of homework assignments to students in an online class; and student profiling to track the progress and performance of individual students using the system [21].

2) Learning content management systems (LCMS). An LMS and an LCMS are complementary but very different systems that serve different masters and address unique business challenges. The focus of an LCMS is on learning content. While an LMS is meant to provide content uploading and distribution, an LCMS gives the means to create e-learning content more efficiently. The primary business problem an LCMS solves is to create just enough content just in time to meet the needs of individual learners or groups of learners [22].

3) Virtual classroom tools and virtual learning environments (VLE). A virtual learning environment is a collection of integrated tools enabling the management of online learning, providing a delivery mechanism, student tracking, assessment, and access to resources (JISC InfoNet 2004) [23]. A VLE is currently a Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE), i.e. a computer-simulated place or space in which people can meet others to interact and work together [24].

In the figure 2, you can see possible structure of the digital platform. The figure presents a digital learning ecosystem of the university. It shows students and teachers interacting inside a VLE via an LCMS and an LMS (in turn, interacting between each other). The LCMS gives the teachers means to create content, which is supplied to students by the LMS. The green arrows show interaction regarding content and educational materials, while the yellow arrow shows interpersonal interaction between teachers and students which is also an inalienable part of the learning ecosystem.

In the figure 3, you can see the business model canvas for the university after implementation of digital platform.
Next we will describe the main changes that are brought by implementation of a digital platform in the university, with comments based on experience of organizations. It should be noted that these changes will differ depending on specific features of a certain university and of a certain platform.

1) Changes in customer segments and relationships. A digital learning platform creates conditions for distance learning, therefore a new customer segment can be extracted – distance learning students. This segment may include students from faraway locations, as well as students who cannot attend classes personally because of health issues or...
other problems. Delivering courses online enables people in different geographic areas to take the same course at the same time, even collaborating on projects together. At the same time, as students of this segment study in the framework of the single digital platform using the same content, they will be in equal conditions with students of other segments. The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Academy, for instance, develops its courses in one central location and distributes them globally – allowing high-quality education to be available all over the world. Therefore, it is surely possible to say that a digital learning platform is able to break down barriers to education for any customer [25].

2) Changes in value proposition. First of all, a digital platform can propose the customers a single information space: it will accelerate coordination between all participants of the learning process, giving them access to the same up-to-date information at the same time. Participants of the learning process will be able to exchange their knowledge and experience online and to request an advice or help from others. It will lead to the second value proposition a digital platform can add – comfortable learning ecosystem. With the assistance of a digital learning platform, the university can get benefitted from faster and clearer communication among all the people involved in education [26]. For example, teachers can provide students with instant results for assessments and learning exercises, which is significant in the modern world having a tendency of instant feedback expectation. This is very difficult to provide in a traditional classroom environment [27].

As mentioned before, distance learning can be a new value the university can provide after proper implementation of a digital platform.

Moreover, a digital platform can provide the opportunity of personalized learning, in order to help every student learn at the best pace and path for them and to help teachers monitor and manage an individual’s progress model at scale. Students often perform better when they are able to take ownership of their progress in this way. They then have the freedom to revisit class materials they have struggled with, or skip through any sections they have already got a good grasp on. Also, students will be met with exercises that are tailored exactly for the level they are at. This is particularly helpful in blended learning environments. Therefore, digital learning can approximate the benefits of one on one tutoring while freeing up teachers to address other individual needs. The opportunity to customize learning sequences for each student will make process of learning more productive [27, 28].

3) Changes in key activities. Even if key activities of the university stay the same, there will be significant changes in the way they are realized. It will need time and efforts for the participants of the learning process to get accustomed to many their daily operations being digitalized. Moreover, quite a high extent of computer literacy and information culture will be expected from them, so the university should consider conduction of trainings on these subjects. The problem of adapting personnel to implementation of a digital platform cannot be neglected, and university should make its employees, as well as students, feel enough supported to use new technologies. All participants of learning process should see that all changes are justified and important to achieve certain goals; transition to a digital platform should be presented as a priority and determinant for success of the university [29, 30, 31, 32].

4) Changes in key resources. A digital platform can be considered as a new key IT-resource.

5) Changes in key partnerships. Partnership with other digital learning platforms (digital platforms of other universities and companies, online courses etc) via the university digital platform can be considered in order to provide additional opportunities for learning, professional improvement and internship. Collaboration between schools and teachers to merge expertise and resources, and better collaboration between learners, are a few of the most remarkable benefits of making use of a digital platform [26, 33].

6) Changes in cost structure. The implementation of a digital learning platform will need additional expenses, such as new software and personnel training. It should be noted that digital platforms come bundled with layers of expenses, and there are obvious costs (licensing fees, one-off setup fees, or pricing models) and hidden costs (setting up servers, customization, implementation of new processes, content creation) [34]. On the other hand, some costs may be reduced by decreasing time spent on coordination and management, by transformation of paper documents into electronic form and by reducing the number of hours and workload of teachers.

7) Changes in channels and revenue streams. Digital platforms assist increase school democracy and offer their students a voice, usually leading to a persuasive sense of school community [26]. All this will help to keep good reputation of the university and attract new students to it, as well as offering them new value propositions mentioned above. Hence it will lead to increase of income from commercial education. This income will also grow due to a new revenue stream from distance commercial students. Also, implementation of a digital platform will help the university to maintain its position in the global education market and to enter the international scientific and educational space, which will also lead to better reputation and, consequently, new revenues.

V. DISCUSSION

Based on the made literature overview, new tasks regarding implementation of digital platforms can be defined in more details and performed.

Developed business model can be used while implementing digital platforms in educational organizations.

The developed model has limitations, generally peculiar to the Osterwalder model. It does not substitute the whole business model planning, and is a rough sketch of a business model supposed to help draft multiple options quickly. In a real organization, the canvas needs to be updated constantly, and also it is necessary to map out business model options by creating multiple canvases [35, 36, 37].

VI. CONCLUSION

To sum up, we can conclude that a digital platform can brought many positive changes to a university being implemented properly. The most general business model changes coming with a digital learning platform were considered in this research. However, there may be
differences depending on conditions of each university and related to each platform. Therefore, the offered models may need reconsideration and surely need constant update.

The structure of a digital platform is showed in general terms and shows only the necessary elements and relations between them. For development of the platform, elements may be added. It should be noted that digital learning platform technology is ever-developing today; it is getting faster, more secure, and convenient to use, and it easily gets integrated with other third-party systems in order to create a much more comprehensive studying environment for teachers and students [26, 38].

In the framework of the research, following tasks have been performed:

- A literature overview regarding digital learning platforms has been made.
- A university business model canvas before implementation of the digital platform has been developed.
- Structure of a digital learning platform has been modeled.
- A university business model canvas after implementation of the digital platform has been developed. The main changes between the models have been described with comments based on experience of organizations.
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